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"Dwayne Johnson- All success begins with self-discipline. It starts with you.”
We wouldn’t have been where we are today without our students and alumni. You make us proud. Sally Law Hui Ching, an alumna
from SMK St Elizabeth Sibu, graduated with First-class honors in Diploma in Business Management from KLT. Asking about her
SPM result at the beginning, we found out that her SPM result was outstanding. What kind of effort did she make all these
while? And how did she make the decision to join KLT?
Sally, how did you come across with diploma study at Kolej Laila Taib (KLT)?
Facing the same issue like most of the SPM graduates, I did not have any idea of what to study after SPM. Due to some personal issues, my plan to
study was dragged onto August. Right at the same time, I heard KLT offers scholarship to students and it happened to be KLT’s August intake just
then. As some of my friends had already started studying at KLT for one semester, so I talked to them and asked their opinions on why they chose
to study locally and why they chose KLT. After consideration, I thought I might as well give it a try. As you can see, I completed my diploma at KLT
(laugh).
As we all know, there are many misconceptions about studying Business. Can you
share with us what Business Management is actually about?
Business has many related fields. By studying Diploma in Business Management, we
gain foundation in those related fields. For instance, the subject human resource
management teaches you how to manage people effectively. Besides, you know how
to write a business plan to improve business performance by studying business. It
also develops your communication skills. You get to learn how to communicate
effectively with your clients, business partners and etc. As for our Final Year
Project (FYP), we have to conceptualise a business idea. After we have decided on
which business to start off with, then we need to think of how to manage our
workers, come out with a business plan, and etc. The interesting part is that you
are going to apply all the concepts and strategies that you have learnt in the 3year-study in your FYP.
How is your study experience at KLT?
I was very grateful as my classes were mostly in the morning, normally from 8am to 12nn only. Relatively, I could utilise my afternoon times to do
revision and assignments. Besides, the draining experiences would be the time when I needed to prepare for final examination and when I needed
to submit assignments. That was where time management and self-discipline came into play. Also, our lecturers dedicated their time as they were
concerned about our study progress. They were willing to spare their free time to arrange consultations for us. Through consultation, it trained
our discipline whereby we needed to make an effort to clear doubts on our studies and to have a clear picture on assignments. Also, I was thankful
that my course mates were very supportive and helpful. We tended to assist and help each other in assignments and studies. Time at KLT was
wonderful and fulfilling. Apart from studying, KLT organised events such as Family Day, cleaning campaign and charity run. Participating in such
charity events like charity run allowed me to contribute my part by raising funds and helping those in need. Apart from this, I joined the Board
Games club, Ping Pong club and Student Christian Fellowship. Clubs and societies enhanced the greater networking among students from all the
programmes. The right balance between academics and social activities had equipped me to be an all-rounded person.
What are the activities students could participate in if they take up Business Management?
In our final year of study, we went to Kuching for a 3-day-2-night educational trip. We visited Swinburne University of Technology Sarawak
Campus and had the opportunity to gain an insight about the background of the Business courses and Professional Accounting courses such as
ACCA and CPA offered by Swinburne University. Besides, we visited the P’ Residence apartment and gained some property knowledge of it. Also,
from the trip, we could gain some useful ideas for our FYP.
Getting a first class honour isn’t easy. What effort have you made in your study?
I will stress on the importance of self-discipline. I will revise ahead of time to prepare for my examinations. The same goes with my assignments, I
will not wait until last minutes. Also, do not forget about the favour my lecturers have done for me. I will always consult the lecturers whenever
I encounter problems on my study or assignments.
Did you regret making the decision to study business at KLT?
I have no regrets. Currently, I am studying Degree in Business Administration. Diploma
consolidates my knowledge in business. I have gained knowledge and skills that are beneficial to
my degree study. Not to mention about the scholarship, my 3-year-study experiences at KLT are
great! Everything here is great. Experienced lecturers, supportive course mates, and systematic
management of which I cannot ask for more.
Before we wrap up the conversation, is there anything that you would like to share?
If you are coming from a moderate family, looking for an affordable quality education, KLT is the
best choice! With Laila Taib Scholarship, you get to save up the money for your degree. If you are
entitled for the full scholarship, you may just need to pay for registration fee and deposits. And
success does not come easily. Hard work, guidance and support from lecturers and right friends
are the stepping stone to success.
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